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Introduction
The Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority (SAMA) 
created its Cyber Security Framework       
to ensure Member Organizations in the banking, 
insurance and financing sectors ― as well 
as their subsidiaries, staff, third parties and 
customers ― are able to manage and withstand 
constantly evolving cyber security threats. 

The Framework was designed to provide 
Member Organizations with a common 
approach to appropriate cyber security 
governance and to help them build the robust 

infrastructure needed for today’s threat 
landscape, along with the necessary 
detective and preventive controls. 

SAMA’s Framework articulates the appro- 
priate controls needed to protect Member 
Organizations; provides guidance on how 
to assess your current cyber security maturity 
level and to advance from there; and ensures 
cyber security risks are properly managed 
throughout SAMA Member Organizations.

Confidentiality
Information assets are 
accessible only to those 

authorized to have access 
(i.e., protected from 

unauthorized disclosure 
or (un)intended leakage 

of sensitive data).

Integrity
Information assets are 
accurate, complete and 

processed correctly (i.e. , 
protected from 

unauthorized 
modification, which may 
include authenticity and 

non-repudiation).

Availability
Information assets are 
resilient and accessible 

when required (i.e. , 
protected from 

unauthorized disruption).

While the Framework focuses on the roles and 
responsibilities of Member Organizations, 
this guide shows how TAC helps Member 
Organizations to move up to SAMA Cyber 
Security Maturity Levels 3, 4 & 5 ―         
the levels at which SAMA requires Member 
Organizations to operate at in order to 
achieve appropriate cyber security maturity.

This document is intended to show senior 
and executive management, business owners, 
owners of information assets, and CISOs how 
TAC can help – within the Framework ― as 
they seek to define, implement and review 
stronger, more unified cyber security controls 
within their SAMA Member Organizations. 
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SAMA’s Cyber Security    
Maturity Model
SAMA’s Cyber Security Maturity Model distinguishes six (6) 
maturity level (0-5):

Table 1 – Cyber Security Maturity Model

TAC plays a critical role in enabling SAMA Member Organizations to elevate 
their security profile to operate at the highest three levels (3-5) within the 
Cyber Security Framework.

Definition & Criteria

• No Documentation
• There is no awareness or attention 

for certain cyber security control.

• Cyber security controls are not or 
partially defined.

• Cyber security controls are performed 
in an inconsistent way.

• Cyber security controls are not 
fully defined.

• The execution of the cyber security 
controls is based on an informal 
and unwritten, though standardized, 
practice.

• Cyber security controls are defined, 
approved and implemented        
in a structured and formalized way.

• The implementation of cyber 
security controls can be 
demonstrated.

• The effectiveness of the cyber 
security controls is periodically 
assessed and improved when 
necessary.

• This periodic measurement, 
evaluations and opportunities for 
improvement are documented.

•  Cyber security controls are subject 
to a continuous improvement plan.

Explanation

• Cyber security controls are not in place. There may 
be no awareness of the particular risk area or no 
current plans to implement such cyber security controls.

• Cyber security control design and execution varies 
by department or owner.

• Cyber security control design may only partially 
mitigate the identified risk and execution may be 
inconsistent.

• Repeatable cyber security controls are in place. 
However, the control objectives and design are 
not formally defined or approved.

• There is limited consideration for a structured 
review or testing of a control.

• Cyber security policies, standards and procedures 
are established.

• Compliance with cyber security documentation, 
i.e. , policies, standards and procedures, is 
monitored, preferably using a governance, risk and 
compliance tool (GRC).

• Key performance indicators are defined, monitored 
and reported to evaluate the implementation.

• Effectiveness of cyber security controls are measured 
and periodically evaluated.

• Key risk indicators and trend reporting are used 
to determine the effectiveness of the cyber 
security controls.

• Results of measurement and evaluation are used 
to identify opportunities for improvement of the 
cyber security controls.

• The enterprise-wide cyber security program 
focuses on continuous compliance, effectiveness 
and improvement of the cyber security controls.

• Cyber security controls are integrated with enterprise 
risk management framework and practices.

• Performance of cyber security controls are 
evaluated using peer and sector data.

Maturity Level

0

Non-Existent

1

Ad-Hoc

2

Repeatable 
but Informal

3

Structured 
and Formalized

4

Managed 
and

Measurable

5

Adaptive
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Cyber Security Control Domains: 
TAC’s Contributions

As outlined on the following 
pages, TAC’s Zero Trust 
Access solution provides 
significant contributions 
to Member Organizations 
across all four of the Control 
Domains outlined within 
the SAMA Cyber Security 
Framework.

SAMA’s 4 Control Domains

3.1 – Cyber Security Leadership 
        and Governance

3.2 – Cyber Security Risk Management 
         and Compliance

3.3 – Cyber Security Operations 
         and Technology

3.4 – Third Party Cyber Security

3.1 – Cyber Security Leadership and Governance

3.1.1 Cyber Security Governance
TAC aligns with the vast majority of the Framework’s 
principles, objectives and control considerations. 
Specific to governance, TAC’s auditing and reporting 
capabilities enables the Member Organization’s 
Cyber Security Committee to audit all access in real 
time across the enterprise – for both local and cloud 
resources and applications. 

Members of the committee (e.g. , CISO, COO, CIO, 
compliance officer, head of relevant business 
departments and internal audit officer) can leverage 
these insights, integrated with information from other 
audit tools, to more thoroughly evaluate the 
effectiveness of the Member Organization’s cyber 
security strategy and tactics.

3.1.2 Cyber Security Strategy
TAC is designed to help Member Organizations    
to implement a Zero Trust strategy of “Never Trust, 
Always Verify.” TAC can help them quickly become 
– and remain – resilient to evolving cyber security 
threats, and to plan for future threats.

Strengthen your security 
empower your users 
grow you business
TAC’s comprehensive, scalable 
Zero Trust approach to Access 
Control enables SAMA Member 
Organizations to:

Fortify Your Infrastructure

Reduce Your Attack Surface

Cut Complexity & Cost

Simplify Access for End Users

Thwart Hackers

Create Segmentation

Embrace Mobility

Audit All Access

Enable Digital Transformation
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3.1.3 Cyber Security Policy
TAC’s Zero Trust approach to detailed security standards 
goes beyond the basic username and password 
credentials to fully evaluate a user’s context of access 
before providing access to any resources or applications. 
Throughout each traffic session, TAC’s granular policy 
engine enforces a least privileged access approach   
to your agency files, applications and other resources. 

With TAC, all communication is secured regardless 
of the network location. Information is protected      
in terms of the Member Organization’s cyber security 
requirements, in line with its risk appetite.

TAC provides microsegmentation of resources            
to bolster an organization’s security. By only allowing 
access to specific resources, rather than the entire 
network, TAC effectively reduces exposure to attacks 
such as ransomware, exfiltration of data and other types 
of attacks common today. It also helps to protect against 
insider attacks as well.

Access to individual enterprise resources is granted 
on a per-session basis. However, access to those 
resources is determined by dynamic policy ― including 
the observable state of the client identity, 
application, and the requesting asset – and may 
include other behavioral attributes (see box at right).

TAC also ensures that all owned and associated devices 
are in the most secure state possible and monitors 
assets to ensure that they remain in the most secure state 
possible as well. All resource authentication            
and authorization are dynamic and strictly enforced 
before access is allowed. 

TAC not only responds to discovered threats and policy 
violations instantly to block access to resources     
and applications, but SAMA Member Organizations can 
also audit all access in one central location.             
TAC continuously simplifies, consolidates and unifies 
security across the Member Organization to enable new 
countermeasures to quickly be taken as the threat 
landscape continues to evolve. 

TAC is also simple and much less costly to securely 
deploy and scale during a crisis (such as the Covid-19 
pandemic) to ensure business continuity for SAMA 
Member Organizations. There is no charge for 
additional arrays or off-site disaster recovery hosting 
in other locations. 

 

CONTEXT OF ACCESS

TAC’s Zero Trust Access 
enables agencies to 
seamlessly validate and verify 
a user through its much more 
granular security policy 
engine that examines:

Username and Password

User’s Location 

Multifactor Authentication

Device Type

Device Operating System

Operating System Version

Operating System Patch 
Level

State of AntiVirus

Registry Keys

Certificate

Domain-Joined Status

Jailbreak/Rooted Device 
Check

Mobile Device PIN 
Requirement

Other Customized 
Requirements
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3.2 – Cyber Security Risk Management 
            and Compliance

TAC ensures cyber security risks related     
to access control are properly managed    
to protect the confidentiality and integrity 
of the Member Organization’s information 
assets; and to ensure the cyber security risk 
management process regarding access control 
is aligned with the Member Organization’s 
enterprise risk management process.

TAC supports Member Organizations by 
allowing them to determine risk levels 
associated with each resource individually 
and make determinations on acceptable usage 
under a variety of circumstances in accor- 
dance with the risk tolerance for each 
resource.

TAC also seamlessly aligns and integrates 
with the Member Organization’s existing 
enterprise risk management processes and 
legacy business applications and infrastruc- 

ture components. Its more robust Zero Trust 
cyber security controls mitigate enterprise 
risk at a much lower cost. TAC’s secure Single 
Sign-on integrates with any outsourcing 
of solutions, as well as legacy local resources 
and applications. 

In addition, TAC accelerates the launching 
of new products and technologies, with     
a reverse proxy technology that significantly 
reduces complexity across the Member 
Organization’s infrastructure. 

TAC provides auditing of all access for 
resources and applications, local and cloud, 
in one centralized location. This enables 
Member Organizations to much more 
effectively identify risks to relevant assets, 
threats, and vulnerabilities across the 
enterprise for local, cloud and outsourced 
resources.  

3.2.1 Cyber Security Risk Management

NOTE:  TAC’s robust auditing 
capability provides 
actionable information 
on all user access         
to enterprise resources 
and applications, local 
and cloud, in real time. 
This granular information 
on Cyber Security Risk 
related specifically       
to relevant assets, threats, 
existing access controls 
and vulnerabilities also 
assists Member Organiza- 
tions in meeting the 
objectives of the following 
subsets of Section 3.2.1: 

3.2.1.1 Cyber Security Risk Identification

3.2.1.2 Cyber Security Risk Analysis

3.2.1.3 Cyber Security Risk Response

3.2.1.4 Cyber Risk Monitoring and Review
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3.2.4 Cyber Security Review
The comprehensive user access insights 
available through TAC’s auditing capability 
can also be used for periodic cyber security 
reviews of critical information assets and 
customer and internet-facing services. TAC 
provides a very detailed review of who 
accessed which resources and when, and also 
provides specific details on the user’s 
context of access. This provides information 
that is typically not easy to find in an 
organization’s current security infrastructure 
and consolidates it all in one place.

3.2.5 Cyber Security Audit
TAC provides Member Organizations the ability 
to thoroughly audit how access requests are 
affected by security policies across all 
resources and applications, local and cloud, 
in one centralized location. Its audit capability 
provides rich, detailed information about 
users, devices, applications, security postures, 
and a great many other details about all access. 
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This highly detailed information is invaluable 
for understanding who is gaining access to 
what and under what circumstances – both 
at the moment of access as well as after the 
fact.  This will help the Member organization to 
ascertain with reasonable assurance whether 
the cyber security controls are securely 
designed and implemented, and how the effecti- 
veness of these controls is being monitored.



3.3 – Cyber Security Operations and Technology

TAC is a Zero Trust Access  
solution that more securely 
protects Member Organizations’ 
operations and technology 
against ever evolving threats  
and vulnerabilities in today’s 
perimeterless world.

TAC enables admins to quickly turn on, adjust 
or revoke access for employees (for changes 
in job status, i.e. , joiners, movers, leavers) 
and third parties (for start/adjustment/ 
termination of contract work). TAC processes 
these changes in access rights immediately. 
With TAC, an organization can be assured 
that once a user is turned off at the central 

authentication repository, the user will no 
longer get access to any resources (local 
or cloud) protected by TAC. 

TAC can also immediately turn off access for 
devices that have been lost or stolen, 
without impacting access for devices still 
in the user’s possession. 

3.3.1 Human Resources

TAC prevents unauthorized access and 
(un)intended data leakage. With its Zero Trust 
approach, TAC excels at being able to provide 
variable levels of access for different users 
and their context of access.
TAC provides access only to the assets each 
individual or account qualifies for under the 
specific circumstances detailed within the 
TAC security policies for each resource. This 
provides much more granularity than 

traditional security methods, especially 
for admin accounts. 
For example, access can be granted or limited 
based on numerous factors ― including GeoIP 
location, device type, certificates, hidden files, 
registry key entries, device security status, 
credentials, multifactor authentication, and more. 
TAC uses any or all of these factors to deter- 
mine whether access should be allowed or 
denied for each specific asset. (See box on Page 4.)

3.3.3 Asset Management

TAC comprehensively supports the Member Organization’s objective of achieving a strategic, 
consistent, cost-effective and end-to-end cyber security architecture. TAC unifies, 
consolidates and strengthens protection across your infrastructure for all resources 
and applications, including:

3.3.4 Cyber Security Architecture

Legacy
applications

Web
applications

Thick client applications

CitrixVPNs

RDP

Cloud-based resources
(SaaS, IaaS, PaaS)

SSH and IoT resources
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The power of TAC’s access controls reflects 
the Framework’s preference for a security- 
by-design approach. TAC is also designed 
to be flexible based on the Member 
Organization’s business requirements ― it 
works alongside or in concert with existing 
security infrastructure. 

TAC takes a real-world approach to migrating 
to Zero Trust Access Control, instead of    
a rip-and-replace strategy that is extremely 
cost-prohibitive and not possible to achieve 
in a timely manner. TAC also supports a variety 
of methods for managing trial periods and 
gradually tightening security policies over 
applications. 

TAC’s advanced security policy engine aligns 
access with a Member Organization’s 
business requirements, based on need-to- 
have or need-to-know principles. This least 
privileged access authentication examines 
all identified user types ― including internal 
staff and third parties ― by examining 
multiple factors regarding the end user’s 
full context of access. (See Box on Page 4.)

It is important to note that identity 
solutions already exist, are quite robust, and 
are in place in most SAMA Member 
Organizations. TAC leverages these existing 
identity repositories, without the need to 
reinvent those repositories or to migrate 
to a new solution. It is our belief that      
for proper security, identity management 
should be a system unto itself ― 
maintaining a separation between the 
identity system and access control solution. 
TAC achieves this as a comprehensive Zero 
Trust Access solution. 

TAC works hand in hand with identity 
providers ― consuming identity and 
combining it with multiple factors             
of authentication about the device, security 

state, GeoIP location, and other factors, 
rather than relying on a single factor for 
authentication and authorization. TAC also 
combines those factors with policies for each 
individual resource to enable vast flexibility 
in how access is provided to resources, while 
keeping those resources fully protected.

TAC’s comprehensive approach to a user’s 
full context of access ensures a stronger 
validation of the end user and is much less 
likely to be compromised. It enables user 
access requests to be approved or declined 
or limited based on Member Organization 
business and compliance requirements to 
avoid unauthorized access and (un)intended 
data leakage. TAC is a solution that             
is completely focused on least-privileged 
access management.

TAC also easily scales to add new resources 
and user groups, along with the required 
accompanying security policies. When new 
or significant shifts occur – such as the 
introduction of device upgrades or 
regulatory requirements ― TAC’s access 
policies are quickly and easily modified to 
adapt to those changes.

3.3.5 Identity and Access Management
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TAC provides a higher level of microseg- 
mentation to more effectively control what 
anyone is able to access on a Member 
Organization’s network. Rather than dropping 
someone on the internal network, TAC 
reduces security threats dramatically 
because it only allows the user access to the 
application resources themselves. Since 
users are no longer dropped onto the 
internal network, but instead are “captive” 
to just the application resources they are 
given access to, the ability to move and attack 
laterally across the network is eliminated. 
This dramatically reduces the ability for 
successful ransomware, malware or data 
exfiltration attacks to succeed. TAC applies 
this approach to application security 
consistently for users inside and outside   
a Member Organization’s infrastructure.

With TAC, a user is not just dropped on the 
network and then able to access any 
resource, local or cloud, – as can happen with 
organizations using a legacy network access 
approach such as VPN or taking an SD-WAN 
approach to access control. Instead, TAC 
considers the user’s full context of access, 
based on the Member Organization’s own 
more granular policy requirements, to 
determine which resources and applications 
the user should be granted access to. 

The user then only receives access to the 
specific Member Organization resources and 
applications for which that approval has been 
granted – and not the Member Organization’s 
entire network.

3.3.6 Application Security

TAC enables flexible deployments while 
an organization’s existing access 
infrastructures are in place, leaving them 
undisturbed during the migration. It easily 
works within an existing perimeter-based 
architecture to bring more control over access – 
making the pace of change customizable 
to an organization’s unique requirements.

Additionally, TAC is very simple for end users 
to understand, so it typically requires very 
little training. TAC fully supports a phased 
migration approach over time to help an 
organization more effectively manage 
change across its culture as it implements 
a new process.

3.3.7 Change Management

TAC offers Member Organizations with 
perimeter-based architected networks the 
ability to take an accelerated approach    
to introducing a Zero Trust Architecture. 
Instead of analyzing and cloning all its legacy 
assets, users, privileges, and business 
processes, TAC enables a Member Organiza- 
tion to more comprehensively define the 
modern controls it needs for all access – 
to every resource across the enterprise, local 
and cloud. 

Once an organization is comfortable with 
the more comprehensive secure access TAC 
provides across the enterprise, legacy 
solutions a Member Organization has been 
using for access can be discontinued. Until 
the Member Organization reaches that 
level of confidence, TAC continues to work 
cooperatively to support all methods of access.

3.3.8 Infrastructure Security
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TAC protects all agency traffic from         
the origination to the destination, to ensure 
only authorized parties can discern the contents 
of that data in transit. 

It protects those traffic sessions by encrypting 
them all the way to and from your agency 
resources and applications through the TAC 
Gateway and to the end user – while also 
more robustly enforcing your agency’s own 
security policies to confirm the identity of 
the receiver. 

TAC fully supports the encryption and privacy 
of information as it travels both internally 
and externally to the organization.  

As a reverse proxy solution, TAC breaks 
the encrypted session, inspects traffic, and 
then re-encrypts the traffic before allowing 
a user to access resources within             
the protected enterprise – local and cloud.  
This helps to mitigate threats arriving through 
encrypted traffic and tunneled traffic.

3.3.9 Cryptography

TAC allows organizations to create their own 
BYOD security policies to analyze any 
endpoints attempting access. TAC then 
provides dynamic enforcement of those policies 
at the time access is attempted. 

TAC does not require full management     
of endpoint devices (although it supports 
this if desired); instead, TAC provides robust, 
real-time and continuous evaluation         
of the condition of the endpoint whenever 
an access request is being made. In this way, 
the overhead costs related to device 
management can be significantly reduced 
while maintaining or increasing                
the organization’s overall security posture.

Enforcement of those BYOD policies only 
is required at the time that the access request 

is made, to ensure the device and user meet 
the requirements for the specific resource 
being protected.  For example, TAC’s device 
validation engine could inspect the endpoint 
to determine whether it is an authorized 
(corporate) device – by looking for a registry 
key entry, its domain-joined status,           
or whether there is an approved certificate 
on a corporate device. 

This dynamic enforcement extends far beyond 
just the device itself, but also to user 
credentials, GeoIP location, security status, 
and many more attributes – all of which can 
be combined to provide dramatically 
increased control over BYOD access, without 
placing an undue burden for security       
on end users.

3.3.10 Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)

TAC enables Member Organizations to erase information on a device or lockdown access 
to information assets quickly if an endpoint device is stolen or lost. If the endpoint device 
is found later, TAC can quickly restore access once the endpoint device has been 
re-approved for use.

3.3.11 Secure Disposal of Information Assets

Member Organizations can integrate or share logs and information from TAC with their 
SEIM system to be able to better understand the root causes of incidents.

3.3.14 Cyber Security Event Management

Member Organizations can integrate or share logs and information from TAC with their 
incident management system to be able to better understand the root causes of incidents.

3.3.15 Cyber Security Incident Management
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TAC offers an integral component in providing rich, detailed information about users, devices, 
applications, security postures, and a great many other details about all access.            
This highly detailed information is invaluable for understanding who is gaining access to 
what and under what circumstances – both at the moment of access as well as after the fact.

3.3.16 Cyber Security Threat Management

TAC offers a unique added value to a Member 
Organization when it comes to proactively 
ensuring timely reaction and response     
to discovered threats – it does not wait until 
a threat is discovered as a result                 
of a vulnerability. Instead, its positive logic 
approach to security only allows a Member 
Organization’s expected session traffic 
patterns to be conducted, and it ensures this 
in real time for any active session.

For instance, if a device condition changes 
– such as when the user moves to a different 
location or signs into a different domain – 
TAC will note the change and can shut 
down the connection if the user no longer 
conforms to the Member Organization’s own 
security policy for that resource. 

TAC can deny all access, change the level 
of access so a user only is allowed access 
to certain Member Organization 
applications or resources, and block or only 
allow certain functionality for each session. 

For example, a user in the local environment 
with a managed agency corporate device may 
be authenticated for a full experience; but 
that same user accessing from an untrusted 
location could have file downloads blocked, 
or perhaps no longer be able to access your 
agency’s applications altogether.

Member Organizations can also deploy TAC 
in a distributed manner to ensure there    
is no single point of vulnerability that could 
compromise access to your local and cloud 
resources. And the Member Organization 
can manage the entire TAC array from one 
central location.

TAC is uniquely designed to promote resilient 
application and security services for 
continuous operation as the technology 
and threat landscape evolve. A Member 
Organization can deploy TAC using 
distributed arrays anywhere in the world. 
This can be done through local datacenters, 
cloud hosting locations, and/or a combination 
of both. As a result, authenticated users will 
always have access through a single URL, 
regardless of whether there is an outage 
at the data center closest to them. 

TAC also enables Member Organizations 
to become much more resistant to attacks 
involving stolen and compromised credentials 
or insider threats. By combining multiple 
factors of authentication such as MFA, GeoIP 
location, and device binding, TAC dramati- 
cally reduces the opportunity for attackers 
to subvert valid credentials to gain access. 

Should this unlikely event occur, the 
attackers would still be limited only to the 
resources normally available to the user under 
those same criteria – rather than being 
given access to the entire network 
infrastructure where they could pivot and 
attack other resources. Even the remote 
possibility of this kind of attack would be 
eliminated when the organization uses the 
proper context of access policies that make 
TAC so effective.

TAC can also be architected to minimize 
Denial of Service (DoS) attacks and other 
network disruptions by implementing         
a multi-location array. This can be done 
through local datacenters, cloud hosting 
locations, and/or a combination of both.

3.3.17 Vulnerability Management
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3.4 – Third Party Cyber Security

Contract & Vendor 
Management

TAC enables admins to quickly adjust or turn 
on and off access for third parties (for start/ 
adjustment/termination of contract work) 
and processes these changes to access rights 
immediately. 

TAC can deny all access, change the level 
of access so a vendor is only allowed access 
to certain Member Organization applications 
or resources, and block or only allow certain 
functionality for each session. 

With TAC, each contractor or vendor can have 
a unique access experience that would be 
completely different from any employee. This 
could be physically or logically separated 
based on the organization’s requirements.

Cloud Computing
TAC fully supports a wide variety of cloud- 
based solutions and provides significant 
control over access to those resources. TAC 
also grants the same controls over access 
to cloud-based resources that are available 
to an organization’s locally based resources – 
providing greater consistency and a central 
control point over all resources, local and 
cloud. This applies to access to SaaS, IaaS 
and PaaS solutions as well.  

In addition, TAC provides a consistent 
interface to all resources, local and cloud, and 
creates a uniform access process across all 
resources. Not only does this improve the 
ease of use for all users and increase the 
levels of security applied to access to local 
and cloud-based resources, but it also puts 
in place more robust security procedures 
beyond the more limited levels cloud 
providers offer today.
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Conclusion
Total Access Control is uniquely situated to play a critical role as SAMA Member Organizations 
increasingly adapt their infrastructure to this Framework. TAC’s Zero Trust approach to security is 
ideally suited for your Member Organization agency to take advantage of SAMA’s Framework to 
simplify, strengthen and unify your security infrastructure – quickly and for the long term. 


